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An engaging workshop on "Human Centered Design" was conducted for the students of the 

Press Club and Stories you never Knew (SYNK) Blog Team of CHRIST (Deemed to be 

University) by Sezel Lalaki and Tharun Jagateri of Fire.fly in collaboration with the 

Department of Media Studies on the 15th of February, 2020. Fire.fly is a company devoted to 

innovative design solutions and helping users based on their unique requirements.  

 
The workshop began with a discussion on an audience centric approach to collecting news, 

which bridges the gap between the readers and the publishing process in a conventional 

newsroom and follows a bottom-up approach. Participants gathered questions from people on 

campus, regarding the kind of information they preferred to read about on various issues. The 

participants were divided into groups and voted on important questions to be answered.  

This process helped in fine tuning the questions which were collected. Once the questions were 

clustered, group members researched for answers and put out their findings in a plethora of 

engaging formats such as podcasts, videos and listibles.  

Some of the topics touched upon by the participants included "climate change", "income 

inequality" and "fake news". The interactive session concluded with collating the afternoon's 

output onto an user-friendly app created by the students and an interactive discussion on 

diversity and inclusivity in the news making process. The students who participated provided 

good feedback after the workshop: 

● Harshini SV - “One of the best workshops I have ever attended. It was so productive.” 



● Meher Gandhi - “It was so thought-provoking! Glad I attended it.” 

● Ishan Fouzdar - “It was way more productive than the usual afternoon Saturday sleep. 

Thank you for organising it!” 

● Aashna Jain - “It was a lot of fun! Good experience. Really enjoyed it.” 

 

 

 

 
 


